


Marriage 
equality 
and being 
trans: The 
legal grey 

• areas 1n 
gender 
and the 

• arr1age 
Act 
Joni Nelson 

As a trans woman, I have a fairly different perspective 

on marriage equality than most people who are heard in 

this debate. You may not be aware of how Australian law 

regards trans people. I've spent a lot of time making sense 

of the bureaucracy and the absurd legal grey area I exist 

in. To be honest, I find it kind of funny. 
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The idea that Australia currently allows only "a man 

d a woman' to marry is actually wrong. I am a woman 

ho can already marry some women. Rather, Australian 

marriage Jaw in particular is like a five-year-old child: 

obsessed with wee-wees. 

I am recognised as female on my Australian passport, 

on the census, on the electoral roll, on my Medicare card, 

with the ATO, with Centrelink, and with my bank. I walk 

into any official institution and I am legally a woman with 

a penis. All of this was changed over during my transition 

fairly easily. 

The one glaring, frustrating exception is my NSW 

birth certificate, which still says MALE. Unlike every 

other document that the government issues, this requires 

proof of genital reconstructive surgery to be changed. 

The Registry of Bilths Deaths and Marriages in NSW, and 

most other states, have been stubborn on this point. 

You dont need your birth certificate very often, but for 

some reason it is the one document on which marriage 

rests. If you've changed your birth certificate gender to 

"Indeterminate", as Norrie May-Welby famously did in 

2010, you cant marry anyone. Other than that, if you have 

a vagina, I am a woman who can marry you today. In 

most cases, the law boils down to "penis and vagina go 

together." Say it out loud in a five-year-old kid's voice. 

I could go travelling with my new cis female wife 

and we would be a legally married lesbian couple whose 

Australian passports both say female. As Jong as I keep 

my dick. Even then, if I did undergo surgery, I could just 

not tell the government about it and we'd stay legally 

married, with two vaginas. 

Although, if I told Births Deaths and Marriages about 

it and asked them to change my birth certificate, they'd 

make me divorce her first before they'd recognise my 

vagina, because vagina only goes with penis. 

It gets more complicated: South Australia and the 

ACT actually do allow you to change your birth ce1tificate 

without surgery, so there's legal potential for some 
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interstate penis-penis marriages. Then there's trans men 
and non-binary mases, who can change their birth ce1tif

icates to MALE after breast removal surgery. For some 

reason, the same logic does not apply to trans women 
getting breast implants. Still, there is current potential for 

a legal vagina-vagina marriage as long as someone has 

no boobs. 
Do I have to say it? This is fucking stupid and it makes 

no sense. It's an oversight that's been jammed up in the 

system for too long. It needs to change, and it's shameful 

that it's got this far. 
I know of at least one Australian couple, both trans 

women, who attempted to marry in the UK where "mar

riage equality" supposedly already exists. They were told 

it could be done, but due to their male birth certificates, 

they would have to be legally referred to as "husband and 

husband:' in the ceremony. They understandably refused. 

This is a perfect example of how invisible trans people 

have been in this 'debate'. Even the wording 'same-sex' on 

the official question erases us totally. 
Birth certificates are a separate issue from marriage 

equality, but the two are related and complement each 

other in their stupidity. You should be able to marry 
whoever you want, and I'm sick of being a gender centaur 

on paper. I want full recognition as female, and I want our 

community to be able to love freely. 
Marriage equality is about more than just "love is 

love." It's the next step (but certainly not the last) in 

recognising that trans people exist. Dont erase us from an 

issue that affects us too. 
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• 
is also legol to be in a Woman - (trans} Woman marriage in the ACT. I om cur· 
' one. I om the trans woman. Though this is a convenience of being married 

changed my birth certificate. lt cannot occur aften'Vards, though should I 
ce or my wife dies, I could technically legoHu marry o mole if I wanted to. 

new Jaw should just sou, two people con enter a legal marriage, voluntarily, for 
tong as they wish it to continue. 

phanle 
a trans woman living in W.A. can you please tell me how you changed 1;1our 
its to your bank etc? I've changed my Medicare S Centrelink records But not 

nk records or the Electoral commission. l was born in the u'k so I don't need the 
'eratlon like my Australian sisters 

will need a Deed Poll notice from the UK. Once uou hove that it will be easy. 
ve you changed your D/L? If uou have not, use Deed Poll to change name on 
L, then change bank details. 

JONI NELSON will be remembered in this collection for her dick. It 

;Jvas there. She had one. It was large, but she didn't even need to get into 

_that. She was just a woman with a dick and that was enough. Amazing. 
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Any 
Percentage 
Of A Heart 
Is Still A 
Heart 
Omar J. Sakr 

I sat on the bed, staring at the phone like it had fangs 

about to dig into my skin. My cousin's name was lit up 

like a flag. Dread pulsed in my chest. Here came the 

conversation I'd been avoiding for over a decade. He 

finally knew I liked sucking dick. I flicked my thumb over 

his name, tender as a blade, watched it slide open. 

"Yeah cuz," I said. 
"Shu cuz, where are ya?" He sounded like he'd 

just woken up, but only because he was almost 

permanently stoned. 

"I'm at my girlfriend's house." 

"Wahayat Allah that's the best thing you could have 

said to me." 
She lay nearby, a heaviness between our bodies, the 

weight of pain newly shared. It felt appropriate, then, to 

use her as a shield. 
"I know," I said. That morning, some fool had written 

'Vote No' in the sky and an even bigger fool posted a poem 

in response on Facebook, making it public so even his 

homophobic cousin could see it. I am going to break your 
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,ead, heli commented in Arabic. He was half my size, a 

mall bald brown nugget of a man, but a street brawler, 

li terrier mad for the fight. It wouldn't be much of a 

contest: we both knew he could kill me. I blocked him 

"Has she got big snitties?" he said. I heard the rapid 

bubbling of a bong being lit, his sharp inhale. 

"Um, yeah?" I laughed awkwardly, getting up and 

leaving the room, trying to loosen the knots of anxiety in 
my gut. "Yeah she does." 

"Heck! Tik!" He asked me a dozen questions about her 

and our relationship-we(! only been together for two 

months-with the relish of a hungry man finally having 

his dream meal. At the end of it there was a lull, the brief 

charged moment before you rush your opponent, and 

he said, "So whats this shit about you being bisexual? Is 
it true?" 

"Well, yeah." 

"C'mon cuz, don't say that. Tfeh." His voice was sharp 

with pain, as if I'd just stabbed him. "How come you never 
told me?" 

"Because I knew youli react like this." 

It is undeniably true that successive Australian 

governments, both Labor and Liberal, have long trodden 

on queer rights and the queer community in this reso

lutely conservative country, adamant in their denial of 

equality. In 2016, there were multiple instances of gay or 

queer-identifying men who were bashed in homophobic 

attacks. Two prominent attacks took place in the white 

enclaves of Waterloo and Newtown, respectively. In the 

former case, 22-year-old Dylan Souster was attacked 

on the street and knocked out by unknown assailants. 

He was assisted home by a good Samaritan, who, upon 

discovering that Dylan was gay, also beat him. In the 

supposedly progressive and queer-friendly area of 

Newtown, Isaac Keatinge was jumped by three men for 

being dressed in drag. He was hospitalised and received 

15 stitches for a head wound. 2016 also saw the tragic 
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death of Tyrone Unsworth, a thirteen-year old boy who 

took his own life after years of homophobic bullying, His 

story is just one of many, with LBGTQIA youth having 

an attempted suicide rate several times higher than the 

national average, 

My cousi11s heavy breathing fills my ears. "You know 

I diddt get your poem, bro, I kept trying to make it 
rhyme," he said, finally. He tells me he saw one of my 

friends-"what a big faggot"-comment on it, that he 

clicked on that man's profile and saw a link to a recently 

published article about me on the ABC. 
"I thought, oh mad, that's my cuz!" he said, "but then 

I started reading it. I was like what the fuck, that's not 

my cousin." 
I was pacing in the living room, trying to pretend he 

had11t just stabbed me. "Yeah," I said, 
"But fuck, cuz, how can you like zub? Doesdt it gross 

you out'" Incredulity rang through, a genuine disbelief. 

"No, obviously." 
"Yallateef. How Jong's this been going on?" 

"Since I was a kid. I've known for ages, why do you 

think I keep my distance? This is why I stay away from 

the family," 
"Does anyone else know?" 

"Just my brother, He doesdt care." 

"Straight out cuz, you know you're like my little 

bro too, I'll always love you, But fuck, please, stay with 

your girlfriend," 
I let out a long, long breath, It was only this year 

that the state of Queensland, after sustained lobbying 

pressure, finally scrapped the 'gay panic' defence law, 

which allowed men to claim in court that they should 

be exonerated for murder (or at least have their charge 

downgraded) because their victims had the audacity 

to flirt with them, A man desiring another man was 

deemed sufficient cause to violently lose reason, to beat 

and kill that person. South Australia still has this law 
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.on the books. As recently as 1997, gay sex was a crime 

·in Tasmania punishable by twenty-one years in jail. 

The violent hatred white Australia has for queerness 

is too recent, too consistent to be swept under the rug 

by a same-sex marriage survey, a glorified 100-million 

dollar poll that came bubble-wrapped in caveats to ensure 

it didn't have an immediate legislative impact, didn't 

accidentally backfire into equality. 

I have to admit that with the heat pressing into my 

skin as I paced around the lounge, the awareness of my 

girlfriend lying alone in the next room, and the twisting 

hurts of a decade flowering throughout my body, it took 

me longer than it should have to realise two basic facts: 

my cousin knew, and he was talking to me. He was still 

talking to me. I remember how one of my uncles, several 

years ago. saw on Facebook that I would be attending a 

marriage equality rally, one of many futile gestures I've 

made over time. 'Delete me if you're serious; he said. So 

I did, and we haven't spoken since, not even when my 

grandmother passed away, and we both had to oversee the 

transfer of her body to the morgue attached to Lakemba 

mosque. It was night, cold and raining, and we both stood 

in complete silence, grieving in more ways than one as 

her bagged body was wheeled away. 

Though the phone was slick with sweat against my 

ear, I began to relax. "Okay, wait," my cousin was saying. 

"are you actually attracted to men? Or is it just like, any 

hole's a goal?" 

"1'1n attracted to men." 
"Fuck. I was gonna say maybe ... " He was contempla

tive for a minute, then it just exploded out of him. "So 

you've actually sucked a dick?" Horror and awe laced 

together. Horror that someone could do something so 

gross, and awe at the depth of transgression. 

I stalled. "Look, I don't ask you all the things 

you've done." 
"Eckol khara dickhead, don't act like I haven't told you 

when I've stuck my tongue up a bitch's bumhole." 
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We cracked up, my laugh a shriek. "Okay yeah." 

"Tfeh bro, I can't believe you had someone's bits 

dangling on your forehead." Another laugh. I felt dizzy 

with wonderment. He was making crass homophobic 

jokes, sexist jokes, but he was joking with me and I could 

fight those fights another day. 
In his Quarterly Essay, Moral Panic 101, Benjamin Law 

writes that over the past year notable white publication 

The Australian pushed out an incredible 90,000 words on 

the subject of the Safe Schools program. "That's at least one 

story about or mentioning Safe Schools every two days." 

This anti-bullying program designed to protect LGBTQIA 

kids in particular, but also to provide strategies and 

educational outcomes for eve1y student, was subject to an 

astonishing campaign of misinformation and queerphobia 

by one of the largest, oldest and most reputable newspa

pers in the count1y. Considering the moral touchstone of 

conservatives-far too polite a term for these relics of an 

unethical past-has always been children, and their safety 

first and foremost as an integral part of the family unit, it 

is wmth noting the effo1t they went to in order to ensure 

these particular children weren't safe. How can this para

dox be trne? The same way it can be true that Indigenous 

youth have been routinely abused, physically, sexually, 

and emotionally, in detention centres across the country; 

have been over-policed and criminalised from the outset; 

and have been forcibly removed from their families, all of 

which continues to this day. The same way refugee kids 

can suffer similar abuse in offshore processing centres and 
not inspire a single strident cry from a bigot's mouth. Put 

simply, only some kids are human to the white writers, 

editors, and readers of The Australian. 
Yeah, I'm on the phone with my cousin but I'm also 

reading the email my now-dead father sent me at the 

beginning of the year comparing homosexuality to 

paedophilia and bestiality, and I'm hearing my aunty 

laughingly say she'd hang me if I turned out gay, and I'm 

reading my sister's message on WhatsApp urging me to 
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vote no, calling me an abomination in the same breath. 

I'm re-living that irreparable damage to our relationship 

because the peculiar truth of abuse is that it lives outside 

of time, throbs through every moment. I'm thinking 

about then-Liberal senator Cory Bernardi and federal MP 

George Christensen saying the same things my father said 

to me, and a thousand other instances that demonstrate if 

my family is guilty of anything, it's of being utterly assim

ilated into Australian culture-how else to explain the 

ease with which they parrot the ideas espoused by major 

newspapers like 1J1e Australian and The Daily Telegraph, and 

by so many true blue private-school educated politicians? 

"So, what are you gonna vote?" my cousin said, and 

I'm momentarily stumped. I just cant believe he thinks it's 

a question. 
"'Yes', of course. What about-" 
"As if bro. As soon as we get those letters, it's a 'No'." 

He didnt sound so stoned or so sleepy then. 
"Oh. Okay." I sat down, falling into the quiet. Sweating, 

feeling like a fat hairy donkey. As if I could have expected 

anything else. Then my cousin started laughing, a sputter

ing throaty laugh like an old engine failing to start. 
"Come on, cuz. Since when do we vote? We're gonna 

throw them in the bin. Besides, once America did it, we 

were always going to follow like a bitch." 
I laugh with him, relief coursing through my blood. 

A marathon couldnt have taken more out of me. We talk 

for a bit after that. I'm moving back to Sydney where I'll 
be staying with his mum, the aunty who raised me; I tell 

him the dates, he tells me about his bad back and how his 

wife said he screams even in his dreams. As a final word, 

he offers me this warning: "Straight out, dont tell my 

mum yotire a halfn'half. She'll kick you out, she's not like 

me. But if that happens, dont worry, you can stay at mine. 

We've got a spare room." 
Unfortunately, my postal survey arrived while I was 

still living in Melbourne. I voted, and a week later, moved 

back to Western Sydney, the region that hosts many of 
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the majority-No electorates, and also my home. I wonder 

now, in the aftermath of the results, which led to swift 

condemnation of the 'ethnic enclaves' my family and 

friends live in, how many people like me had left the 

area and were voting from their new localities? It's an 

idle thought. Bigots desperate to deny or stall same-sex 

marriage equality were always going to shift their frame 

of attack as soon as it was clear they lost, regardless of the 

percentages involved. Unsurprisingly, they chose race and 

in patticular, Islamophobia. As Osman Faruqi, the political 

editor of Junkee, put it on Twitter: "Muslims make up 

2% of the Australian population. The No vote was nearly 

40%. Even if literally eve1y Muslim voted No you're going 

to need to find a better scapegoat you giant, giant knobs." 

The speed with which numbers produced by this 

flawed mail survey have been seized on is not altogether 

surprising, given they provide a (false) sense of certainty 

around a confusing, complex issue. In the lead up to all 

this, much was made of the potential for fraud and inaccu

racy, a potential which was at least partially realised with 

reports of people stealing mail en masse from certain areas, 

to either dump elsewhere or to use themselves, garneting 

many extra votes. A friend of mine told me his mother col

lected the letters meant for him and his siblings, and then 

voted 'No' for them knowing that otherwise they would 

have chosen 'Yes'. Of course this delivery method was 

chosen a; a deliberate ploy to skew the results in favour of 

elderly and therefore presumably more conservative voters 

who were more likely to not have moved recently and to 

be more familiar with the process. Despite these and other 

issues, the resulting numbers are being treated as gospel, 

which should be concerning for all involved. 

Far more surprising to me were the number of people 

who leapt to Western Sydney's defence. It was pleasing, 

if confusing, considering that both sides of the debate 

were talking around and about the area as if it couldn:t 

or shouldn't be allowed to speak for itself. White male 

politicians like Tony Abbott couldn't be heard enough in 
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the weeks before and after, campaigning for relevance 

with the usual bigotry, a hard-on for traditional marriage 

so large he quite happily whacked his gay sister with it 

too. How many people like my cousin did you hear from? 

A man who, for all his thoughtlessly hurtful comments, 

still offered me his roof and a bed if I needed one. 

That said, while it's true people like my cuz aren't 

heard from enough and while it's trne the area is hectic in 

specific beautiful ways, it's also trne that it's not an island 

the way this country is an island. 

It just so happens Western Sydney likes to pretend it's 

completely separate to the rest of Australia, and the rest 

of Australia likes to indulge the fantasy; ironically, it suits 

both groups' politics. 

"We're not like them, the shahosh." 

"TI1ey're backward, uncultured." 

uwe're better." 
As a tertiary-educated poet, born and raised in 

Liverpool, a queer Arab Muslim who walks in both 

worlds, let me assure you: they're equally shit. Of the 

two, however, I know which one I belong in, which one 

I prefer, and it's always going to be Western Sydney-not 

just because of all the hot shame-fucking the closeted 

wogs and Arabs and Pacifikas are having in the backs of 

Subarus at night, trackies around their ankles, a titanic 

romance-but because the white conservative world has 

all the power, the white conservative world will act like 

devils while dressed up as angels, and most of all because 

the white conservative world could never conceive of 

loving me, even imperfectly. 

OMAR J. SAKR is made whole by his love of men and wqmen, the act 

of loving them, and being loved by them. Some of those whose love has 

nourished him were not men or women. Love is not desire. Desire is the 

river, and love, the ocean. Cherish the wet. 

Published by Meanjin, Autumn 2018. 
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ueers 
against gay 

• marriage: 
What to 
do in this 
postal vote? 
Jess Ison 

I om a queer person vehemently opposed to gay 
marriage. Right now, this means I am navigating so many 

complexities. Do I vote? Do I boycott? Do I go to the 
marriage rally because it is about more than just marriage 

now? Do I try and speak out against the institution of 

marriage, even though it risks being picked up by the 

bigots? Let me work through this here. 
Firstly, as queer people, one of the best things 

we have is our commitment to creating new family 

structures. What S. Bear Bergman calls "the constel

lation of intimates". This constellation, also widely 

known as the chosen family, is a way of living in this 

world differently. 
We do not follow the norms that dictate heterosexual 

relationships and we are damn happy about that. In 

the face of a society that says we are wrong, our com

munities are nothing short of revolutionary. Marriage 
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is about property rights, and we are over here trying to 

restructure society. 
We know that marriage is traditionally about owning 

women and that the monogamous heteronormative 

model so often includes violence. Surveys of LGBTIQA + 
relationships show that we, too, have high rates of 

intimate partner violence. Why is no one talking about 

this? An entire movement around relationships and 

no commitment to changing the fact that violence 

may be fundamentally tied to the heteronormative 

relationship model? 
When you look at social movements, there has often 

been a call for incremental change. Historically, the idea 

of incremental change has been a way to advance the 

privileges of the already privileged. Calls for cage-free 

eggs, for example, seem to have done little to change the 

reality of industrial farming. Yet, now people can sit back 

and feel good without actually changing their behaviour 

or diet. 
Similarly, middle class white heterosexual feminism 

in the '70s told other groups their needs would also be 

met once things like equal pay and abortion rights were 

secured. At the time, working class women were asking 

for a living wage and Indigenous women in so-called 

Australia were asking to keep their children. 
And yet, with some gains, these middle class white 

ladies retreated into their privilege, while oppressed 

women kept fighting. Where are these white ladies 

now? While I'm careful not to conflate issues, we can 

see that across many movements, campaigning for small 

scale change that only benefits the ruling class, does not 

change anything for the rest of us. 

I believe gay marriage is exactly the same. Once 

they have property rights, will those privileged gays 

and lesbians campaigning for marriage turn around 

and fight for homeless queer people to have a room? 

Will they give up their property to make a homeless 

youth shelter for LGBTQIA + teens, because we do 
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not have a single specific queer youth shelter in all of 

Australia. Will just one of those rich gays hand over 

their house? 
There is a reason why the people campaigning for 

gay marriage are constantly showing off their happy 

families. They fit the norm. How often have I read "we 

are just like you" and shuddered, because we are not just 

like straight people and we don't want to be. 

Silvia Rivera, a trans woman of colour who threw 

the first bottle at the Stonewall riots, was never invited 

to the White House with her chosen trans family from 

STAR house. If she were alive today, she would probably 

never have a platform at a marriage rally, because the 

respectable gays would be too busy talking and holding 

nationalistic signs about "Aussie love". 
This is the reality, that rich gays and lesbians never 

have been, and never will be, the ones championing 

our causes. TI1ey won't turn around and fight for the 

oppressed after they win marriage. They fight when it 

helps them, and what helps them generally reinforces 

hierarchies that oppress the rest of us. 
However, and this is a big however, in this postal vote, 

what choice do we have? There are three options: Yes, No, 

and abstaining. 'The debate has shifted from marriage to 

be about LGBTQIA + people, so in this instance the no 

vote represents the bigots who hate gay people. We clearly 

cannot vote no. 
I wonder then, will I have the courage to tick Yes, 

given my distaste for marriage and any form of state 

intervention? The only other option is to boycott. This 

could have been a tactic that we utilised, but we would 

need everyone on board. 
TI1e fact is, we haven't organised a boycott so not 

voting isn't really going to achieve anything. Which means 

the only option is to tick yes, because what other choice . 

do I have? A fellow anarchist once told me he votes 

because it is "harm reduction'', which is how I generally 

approach voting. 
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In this postal vote, harm reduction is about the most 

positive spin I can put on it. So, I'll tick Yes because it 

matters to some gays and lesbians. And that's the thing 

· with us radical queers, we usually do join their fights 

and support them. I guess we have to tick yes, and stop 

expecting anything in return. 

Eflc 
tit.for-tot complaint: 'I won't full!:J support marriage equality because marriage 

e_quolity octivists won't turn around and fight for my causes' - the result of the 
privilege of having someone else campaign for your right to equallty. 

lroto 
Your attitude is hard to navigate and seeminglu unnecessarily complicated. Stick 
io'duck hunting or whatever you do in uour spare time 

JoCkle 
f really liked and appreciated this well-considered piece, I agree there ore things 
we as o community need more than marriage equality, but it's as uou point out, 
now a symbol for being LGBTQI, so there's no other way to vote. I also would have 
been happy to boucott, 

roehel 
Jess, it was with great relief that i read thfo piece, a sensitive critique in sensitive 
In sensitive times. I agree with uour anolusis and will also grudging!u vote ues os a 
matter of 'harm reduction.' 

maru 
Agreed, rachel. This account helps to me to explain c!eorlu the complexity of this 
Abbott·lnspirecl, loaded performance:• for anu anarcha.feminist; for critics of 
marriage's economic base and its 'hotu couple' exclusivity; for democrats who see 
this insulting, inappropriate process as quintessentially anti·democratic. Thank 
you Jess. 

Nicole 
So brilliant a piece as this needs national airplau, As a heterosexual person, I had 
never considered the aspects of this issue that are so pertinent it hurts. Thank you 
so much, Jess. Obviously l need to get out more. 

Ro, 
as an anarchist and a feminist I am pro choice. I therefore supported the 'yes' vote 
since this allowed free choice to marry or not to marry, I myself would not marru 
mu partner. 

Peter 
I'm a Goy man and activist at the turn of the century when much of the work on 
relationship laws was done, At soon as i got the Survey i voted NO. Marriage is a 
failed way to recognise relationships. lt is full of flows and encumbered with too 
much hostile history. like it or not the religions will always have influence on how 
marriage plays out in Society. Our heterosexual society, families ond friends will of 
course apply pressure to their gay loved ones to toke the "highest' form of recog· 
nition, Sure, you might decide to use alternate means for recognition but i believe 
that marriage will become the driving force in shaping our own culture around 
relationships. Things like 'a longer relationship is always a better one' should be 
challenged. Should the end (or divorce) always be a battle? Reinforcement of tho 
'one must be the man and the other the woman' view of same-sex relationships, 
Dowe really want to join them, toke on all this rubbish, and more as we have read 
in the blog. ls this really harm minimisation?We should plug the FEW gaps where 
there is disadvantage between marriage/registered partners/de•facto ond then 
get on with what we hove been doing with freedom - making it up as we go. 

Greg 
Gay politics hos alwaus been about a cultural pride and driving to be accepted for 
exactly what we ore. Not what everyone else wishes we are. But suddenlu, or not so 
suddenly, we seem to have become no longer proud of what we are and have taken 
to redefining ourselves as failed heterosexuals instead. We seem to hove become 
ashamed of being homosexual, 
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I don't believe, back in the dau, that marriage is what gau liberators had in mind 
for our future - another kind of closet, and uct hero we are todou, lowering the bar 
to cxoctl!:) that, Whu would onuono be campaigning to be a port of such a hoaru, 
old•fashioned, heterosexual institution that thonkfullu hos hod nothing to do with 
us? This is not a progressive move on our part - it is regressive. 
Ono of tho man!:) blessings of being gau is that we aren't outomotico!lu expected 
to confirm to hetcrose1tuolitu's often dubious customs and mores, But hero we 
are now, begging for thorn. When did we get to be so lame, and so neodu and co 

'victimu'? Whu would anuone witting\u want their relotionnhip sonctioned bu the state, 
allowing the low to intervene in tho most cocred union of one human to another? 
And ifwe rcallu insist on having our relationships recognised, whu haven't we 
chosen a bettor version than marriage (uos, same but different - just like us), or 
created our own superior model, as bofitc us? 

JESS !SON can be found pretty much every night of the week ranting 

about the power of queer sex: to dismantle the entire system. 
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